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Cab'in Sky
Cabins
Specifications

Assets

KRONE invents the shower cabin walk-in named Cab'in. Walk-in and
shower cabin at the same time : the perfect wedding !
We love this new innovated concept which join all the assets of
the walk-in and shower cabin together.

+ Shower column with thermostatic mixer with flat space to put
Shampoo on it.
+ Transparent glass 6mm / sliding door 8mm
+ NANO-CARE anti-scales treatment, made in Germany
+ Aluminium profile with no visible screws
+ Sliding door with bottom wheels (diam 64mm) with anti-jumping
system
+ Door aluminum handle, length 40cm
+ Stainless steel "L" shape fixing arm
+ Back panels with tattooed glassin marble or bricks finish
+ White solid stone back panels with integrated water drainer

+ Well made and esthetic
+ Space optimisation : air space in the shower
+ Adjustable and discrete "L" fixing arm
+ Installation of the shower column wherever you would like to.
+ Safety and comfort : wide access thanks to its frameless sliding
door.
+ The wheels and their anti-jumping system
+ Design and well-being : a unique open space style with wall
decoration in "marble" finishing according to the white stone
shower tray.
+ A unique style. Generous access dimension. Extreme
transparency.
+ Easy and quick installation

+++ Possibility to transform into a complete cabin with an
additionnal fix lateral panel.

++ The complete cabin version is presented with a "bricks wall" LOFT
style
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Technical datas

Product innovations

+ Dimension : 80 x 120 x 220 cm
+ Glass back panels : decoration glass, marble or brick finish
+ White solid stone shower tray with water drainer supplied
+ Reversible product

The Art of Glass
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A perfect combination of design and know-how, Krone customized
glasses are unique.
Our designers find their inspiration in contemporary architecture
and design. True works of art, the pieces manufactured in our
workshops are conceived and produced with the utmost care. The
graphics, printed deep into the mass of the glass, are made to
satisfy the most demanding customers.
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